
Second Greater Mekong Subregion Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth Project  
(RRP REG 49387) 

 

CLIMATE CHANGE ASSESSMENT REPORTS1 
 

I. Basic Project Information (Cambodia)  

Project Title: Second Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth Project 

Project Budget: $30.00 million ADB; Government $0.89 million 

Location: Kep and Preah Sihanouk Provinces, Cambodia  

Sector: Transport; Water and other Urban Infrastructure and Services; Industry and Trade  

Theme: Inclusive economic growth, environmentally sustainable growth, regional integration  

Brief Description (particularly highlighting aspects of the project that could be affected by weather/climate 
conditions):  

The project will help transform secondary GMS central and southern corridor towns into economically inclusive, 
competitive tourism destinations by improving transport infrastructure, urban environmental services, and capacity 
to sustainably manage tourism growth. Residents in project areas are expected to directly benefit from climate-
resilient infrastructure development and increased access to economic opportunities. The project outputs are: (i) 
urban-rural access infrastructure and urban environmental services improved; (ii) capacity to implement ASEAN 
tourism standards strengthened; and (iii) institutional arrangements for tourism destination management and 
infrastructure O&M strengthened. Output 1 infrastructure subprojects, summarized below, are most sensitive to 
weather/climate conditions. 
                                                                                                              
1. Kep Solid Waste Management Improvements. The subproject will improve solid waste management in the 
seaside town Kep by converting an 9.5-hectare active open dumpsite into a managed landfill with about 700,000 
m3 storage capacity. Subproject components include: (i) earthworks and perimeter runoff interceptor drains; (ii) 
impermeable liners, leachate collection and treatment, and landfill gas recovery system; (iii) small materials 
recovery facility for waste separation and recycling; (iv) medical waste treatment and storage; (v) septage treatment 
facility; and (vi) site office, toilets, and fencing. The landfill access road (3 km) will be paved with reinforced concrete 
(6m carriageway) to accommodate new waste collection trucks to be provided by the project. 
 
2.  Preah Sihanouk Seaside Access and Environmental Improvements. Access and environmental conditions at 
Ocheuteal and Otres beaches suffer from poor pedestrian access, traffic congestion, unsanitary drainage with 
intermittent flooding, and lack of public amenities. This situation creates public health hazards for residents and 
tourists, deters private investment, and puts future tourism growth at risk. To address these problems, subproject 
components include: (i) road improvement to asphalt concrete (2.0 km) at Ocheutal Beach; (ii) road improvements 
to reinforced concrete (4.0 km) at Otres beach; and (iii) improve footpaths, lighting and landscaping along the new 
roads. 
 
3. Preah Sihanouk City-Koh Rong Passenger Piers Improvements. The existing dilatated passenger piers are 
inadequately constructed and frequently overwhelmed during peak periods. They lack sanitation and parking, 
causing congestion and hazardous conditions for passengers and boat operators. The subproject will address 
these problems by: (i) constructing a 600 m2 concrete pier with associated facilities at Victory Beach on vacant 
government-owned land (4,000 m2), incorporating ticketing/waiting areas, food and beverage service facilities, 
toilets, and vehicle parking; (ii) constructing a 750m2 concrete pier at Koh Touch village, Koh Rong island, 
incorporating ticketing/waiting area facilities, sanitation, tourist information and retail kiosks, and (iii) install storm 
drains along the  850m-long 2m-wide walkway at Koh Touch Beach and pave it with reinforced concrete.  

II. Summary of Climate Risk Screening and Assessment 
(Initial climate risk screening can be carried out using AWARE for Projects. Upon the completion of this initial 
screening, a report will be generated with risks ranked for different climate hazards and advice for possible next 
steps provided. Mission leaders for projects ranked at medium or high risk could arrange for more detailed climate risk 
assessments, to further identify the nature, level of risks, and more critically, options to manage such risks within the 
context of the proposed project.) 

A.  Sensitivity of project component(s) to climate/weather conditions and sea level 

The climate/weather variables to which the three subprojects are sensitive are: 1) sea level rise, increased storm 

surge, and increased wind velocity; 2) increased rainfall and resultant local flooding; and 2) maximum air 

temperature. The climate and weather sensitive components of the subprojects are summarized below. 

                                                           
1 Follows ADB (2012) Guidelines for Climate Proofing for Investments in Transport Sector: Road Infrastructure Projects; 
and ADB (2016) Climate Proofing for Investments in Urban Water Sector: Water Supply & Sanitation Projects  

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=49387-002-3
http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=49387-002-3
http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=34418-023-3
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Sensitive subproject components: 

Kep Solid Waste Management Improvements 
  1. Upgrade 3.0km X 6m access road; and  
  2. New peripheral stormwater interceptor drainage    
      system.  
 
 
Preah Sihanouk Seaside Access and Environmental 
Improvements 
Upgrade beachfront roads and footpaths along Otres 
and Ocheutal beaches. 
 
 
 
Sihanoukville City-Koh Rong Passenger Piers 
Improvements 
Construction of two piers and shoreline tourist facilities.  

Sensitivity of components to climate/weather 
conditions and projected climate change: 

Increased rainfall intensity and surface flooding 
overwhelms drains, road access, and impedes 
proper leachate collection and treatment  
 
 
Beachfront roads and peninsula footpath are 
sensitive to sea level rise and increased storm surge, 
which could intermittently flood the road surfaces and 
weaken the road foundation. Intense rainfall could 
flood overwhelm drains and flood road surfaces. 
Asphalt concrete and concrete able to withstand 
higher air temperatures.  
 
The two piers and shoreline tourist facilities such as 
ticket and retail kiosks and toilets are sensitive to sea 
level rise, storm surge, and wind damage. Sensitivity 
of subproject to increased rainfall and local flooding 
is minor. 

B.  Climate risk screening 

The subprojects were initially screened for climate change risk with ADB’s climate change checklist as part of the 

rapid environmental assessment. The checklist identified a risk level of High for the two coastal subprojects, and 

Medium for the inland landfill subproject. The AWARE climate risk software was subsequently applied to the three 

subprojects and which generated a risk level of High for all three subprojects. The key climate change risk topics 

are described below. 

 

Risk topics designated by AWARE: 
 
1. Sea level rise: “High risk”. 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Increased flooding from increased precipitation: 
  “High-risk”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Landslides from increased precipitation: “High-risk”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Increased temperature: “Medium-risk”. 

Description and assessment of risk:  
 
1. Both Preah Sihanouk coastal subprojects are 
sensitive to sea level rise and associated potential 
increase in storm surge; and associated increased 
wind velocity. The Kep solid waste subproject is not 
sensitive to sea level rise.  
 
2. The high flooding risk assigned by AWARE to all 
three subprojects is not justified. Rainfall-induced 
flooding is Medium to Low-risk for the Preah Sihanouk 
beachfront access road upgrades because there is 
sufficient natural drainage in this sandy beach area. 
Moreover, the new passenger piers on Koh Rong island 
and in Preah Sihanouk City are not sensitive to 
increases or decreases in rainfall as they are elevated, 
well drained structures. The upgraded landfill and 
3.0km access road is sensitive to increased rainfall but 
considered Medium-risk because it is not in a low-lying 
area.   

 
3. High-risk of landslide from increased precipitation 
assigned to all three subprojects by AWARE is not 
justified. The slightly hilly site for the Kep landfill has no 
steep slopes and is not sensitive to landslide or even 
landslip. Moreover, the beachfront access roads are on 
flat coastal land. The pier site on Koh Rong island is 
located at the base of a steep slope and thus is 
potentially exposed to local landslip.  However, the risk 
to the subproject is low because the steep slope is 
densely forested and because the pier is set over the 
water. 
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4. The Medium-risk of increased temperature is 
accurate which applies to asphalt concrete road 
surfaces. Reinforced concrete road sections are Low-
risk.    

C. Climate risk assessment and impact 
Mean global sea level has increased 3.2 mm/year since 1990, and under the medium RCP4.5 emission scenario, 
average output of 21 climate models of the CMIP5 project mean sea level is to increase 26cm and 47cm by 2065 
and 2100, respectively.2 Cambodia does not monitor sea level, thus future sea level rise for coastal Preah Sihanouk 
are drawn from sea level rise projections for nearby monitoring sites. Under the 4.5 RCP emission scenario sea 
level at Ha Tien, Viet Nam (about 100 km southeast of Preah Sihanouk City) is projected to increase an average of 
23cm and 55cm by 2060 and 2100, respectively.3 Using data from Thailand, sea level at Koh Kong province about 
300 km northwest of Preah Sihanouk is projected to increase 10 cm by 2025.4 Rainfall and air temperature is 
projected to increase in Preah Sihanouk and Kep provinces..5 Under the RCP8.5 emission scenario, downscaled 
projections of 5 models of CMIP5 show maximum 1-hour rainfall in Sihanoukville for the 10-year return period 
increasing 7% by 2050. Air temperature is projected to increase between 0.3oC and 2.0oC by 2050.6 Given these 
projections, climate resilience measures included in the feasibility design of the subprojects are summarized below. 

III. Climate Risk Management Response within the Project 
(Describe project activities, outputs, indicators and/or targets aimed to address identified climate risks and 
budgetary allocations, and other adaptive measures to be included/considered in the project design to address 
climate risks identified). 

A 2-prong strategy to adapt the subprojects to projected climate change incorporates “hard” and “soft” measures to 
make the infrastructure components resilient to climate change. The hard resilience measures consist of engineering 
design criteria that are modified to anticipate projected changes in rainfall, sea level rise, storm surges and wind, and 
temperature. Soft resilience measures focus on capacity development for management and maintenance of the 
upgraded infrastructure.   
 
1.  Kep Solid Waste Management Improvements.  The peripheral drainage system design capacity (m3) will be 
increased by 7% to accommodate projected 10-year maximum 1-hour rainfall. The access road’s lateral V-drainage 
capacity is increased 7% to accommodate projected increases in road catchment runoff, to be finalized using 
Cambodia Road Design Standards considering road catchment runoff (Q) using Rational Method for small rural road 
catchments; and the Rational Method for calculating road drainage.7,8 The existing dirt road will be replaced with 
concrete slab, providing maximum resilience to increased temperature and water absorption The estimated marginal 
costs of climate adaptation measures is $0.59 million and the cost of mitigation measures is $0.5 million.   
 
2.  Preah Sihanouk Seaside Access and Environmental Improvements.  The height of the project road at Otres 
beach will be raised by at least 26cm, equal to projected sea level rise at 2065. Lateral and cross drainage capacity, 
especially culverts for all road sections will be increased over present design norm to accommodate the projected 
7% increase in maximum 1-hour rainfall. Road side drains will connect to a 1 m storm drain that channels rainwater 
and wave-wash to the sea. Drainage capacity will be finalized at detailed design following Cambodia Road Design 
Standards and road catchment runoff (Q) using Rational Method for small rural road catchments; and the Rational 
Method for calculating road drainage. The upgraded road sections will be constructed with asphalt concrete and 
reinforced concrete slab to provide maximum resilience to increased temperature and prevent water absorption. 
Road slope material and geometry will be resilient to erosion from inundation from seawater. The estimated marginal 
cost of climate adaptation is $0.87 million. 

 
3.  Sihanoukville City-Koh Rong Passenger Piers Improvements. The height of the two new piers at Koh Rong 
and Preah Sihanouk City have been set equal to the current maximum high tide plus the projected higher sea level 
increase in nearby Ha Tinh (55cm), essentially raising the piers about half a meter higher than present. Pier 
structures and foundations will be reinforced concrete and steel, significantly stronger than the existing facilities, able 

                                                           
2 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 2014. Synthesis Report of AR5. 
3 Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment. 2016. Sea Level Rise Scenarios for Viet Nam. 
4 Asian Development Bank (ADB). TA-7459 REG: Greater Mekong Subregion Biodiversity Conservation Corridors  
   Project Pilot Program for Climate Resilience Component, Cambodia, Supplementary Appendix M. 
5 ADB. 2017. Provincial Water Supply and Sanitation Project. 48158-002-CAM. 
6 ADB. 2016. Road Asset Management Project, Cambodia. 
7 State of Queensland. 2015. Department of Transport and Main Roads, Road Drainage Manual.  
8 ADB. 2016. Climate Resilience Report for Provincial Roads Improvement Project. TA-8254-CAM. 
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to withstand storm surges and high winds. The 850m concrete footpath on Koh Touch will be resilient to lateral 
erosion from periodic inundation during storm events, constructed of reinforced concrete. The estimated marginal 
cost of climate adaptation measures is about $0.68 million. 

4.  Tourism destination management and infrastructure O&M capacity building programs. The project 
budgets $1.0 million for tourism destination management and infrastructure O&M capacity building. Provincial 
departments of public works and transport will receive road, drain, pier and landfill asset management training and 
institutional development support to strengthen budget planning for O&M. About $0.1 million is budgeted for energy 
efficiency programs.  

 

I. Basic Project Information (Lao People’s Democratic Republic)  

Project Title: Second Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth Project 

Project Budget: $47.00 million ADB; Government $1.78 million 

Location: Champasak and Vientiane Provinces, Lao Peoples Democratic Republic  

Sectors: Transport, Water and other Urban Infrastructure and Services, Industry and Trade  

Themes: Inclusive economic growth, environmentally sustainable growth, regional integration  

Brief Description  
Particularly highlighting aspects of the project that could be affected by weather/climate conditions. 
 
The project outputs are the same in Lao PDR: (i) urban-rural access infrastructure and urban environmental services 
improved; (ii) capacity to implement ASEAN tourism standards strengthened; and (iii) institutional arrangements for 
tourism destination management and infrastructure O&M strengthened. Output 1 infrastructure subprojects, 
summarized below, are most sensitive to weather and climate conditions. 
 
1. Nakasang Access Road and Port Rehabilitation. The access road to Nakasang port is in poor condition and 
susceptible to flooding. The subproject will (i) reconstruct the 3.3km access road (6m carriageway) and surface it 
with reinforced concrete, (ii) construct side drains; (iii) reinforce 45m of riverbank protection with concrete; (iv) 
improve footpaths and ramps to floating Mekong river piers to provide safer passenger access; (v) divert the main 
drain outlet (1,000mm diameter) 15m downriver; and (vi) reconstruct the 60m concrete riverside path (3m wide). 
 
2. Don Det-Don Khone Access Improvements. The narrow gravel/dirt roads on the two islands are dusty during the 
dry season and become muddy tracks in the rainy season. The subproject will: (i) pave the main 11km network of 
3m wide access roads and passing bays with reinforced concrete; (ii) pave the 780m2 vehicle parking area that 
serves the island ferry ports; and (iii) improve cycle track/footpaths with gravel. 
 
3. Nam Ngum Reservoir Access Improvements. The Nam Ngum Reservoir recreation area is underused and lacks 
safe, public facilities, parking, waste management and sanitation. The subproject will (i) improve the existing public 
marina to safely accommodate 50-60 tour boats and launch small recreational vessels, e.g. kayaks and sailboats; 
(ii) construct a 5.9km, 6m wide access road with reinforced concrete and double bituminous surface treatment 
pavement and 1,200m2 parking area; (iii) redevelop unsanitary and poorly constructed market stalls into a new 
3,200m2 public market that incorporates traditional Lao architectural design; (iv) install septic tanks in all public 
buildings and a wastewater pump-out station/holding tank at the marina; and (v) replace collapsed fisheries office 
with green space and renovated tourist information center.  
 
4. Kaeng Yui Waterfall Access Improvements. The compacted laterite road is in poor condition and nearly 
impassable during the rainy season. The subproject will (i) upgrade the 6km road (6m carriageway) with reinforced 
concrete pavement and drainage; (ii) level and pave 875m2 parking area with gravel; (iii) improve walking surfaces 
and drainage in the waterfall’s market area; and (v) improve 300m footpaths, including rehabilitation of steps, small 
suspension bridges, and signs. 
 
5. Western Loop Rural Access Road and Bridge Improvements. The compacted laterite road is in poor condition 
and nearly impassable during the rainy season. The subproject will: (i) upgrade the 26km rural road to double 
bituminous surface treatment pavement with 6m carriageway and drainage in village areas; (ii) construct a new 2-
lane 80m reinforced concrete road bridge across the Xong River with 1.0km concrete feeder road connecting it to 
the loop road; and (iii) install 1km of bio-engineered river bank protection and footpath/cycle tracks along the west 
bank of the Xong River.  
 
6. Vang Vieng Urban Renewal. The subproject will help decongest and pedestrianize Vang Vieng’s urban core by 
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(i) rehabilitating 4.0km footpaths with concrete surfaces, energy efficient street lighting, seating and soft 
landscaping; (ii) installing traffic calming measures in streets with high concentrations of tourists; (iii) improving 
traffic management, including one-way traffic flows (1.5km); and (iv) resurfacing asphalt roads and improving storm 
drains (1 km) in residential areas.  
 
7. Vang Vieng Solid Waste Management Improvements. The subproject will improve solid waste management by 
converting an 9-hectare active open dumpsite 10km from town into a managed landfill with 725,000 m3 storage 
capacity. Subproject components include: (i) earthworks and perimeter runoff interceptor drains; (ii) impermeable 
liners, leachate collection and treatment, and landfill gas recovery system; (iii) small materials recovery facility for 
waste separation and recycling; (iv) medical waste treatment and storage; (v) septage treatment facility; and (vi) 
site office, toilets, and fencing. The landfill access road (0.8 km) will be paved with reinforced concrete (6m 
carriageway and verges) to accommodate new waste collection trucks to be supplied by the project.  

 
II. Summary of Climate Risk Screening and Assessment 
Initial climate risk screening can be carried out using AWARE for Projects. Upon the completion of this initial 
screening, a report will be generated with risks ranked for different climate hazards and advice for possible next steps 
provided. Mission leaders for projects ranked at medium or high risk could arrange for more detailed climate risk 
assessments, to further identify the nature, level of risks, and more critically, options to manage such risks within 
the context of the proposed project. 

 

A.  Sensitivity of project component(s) to climate/weather conditions and sea level 

The climate/weather variables to which the 7 landlocked subprojects are sensitive are high rainfall and local 

flooding, and maximum air temperature. The subprojects are not sensitive to less rainfall or to sea level. The 

climate and weather sensitive components of the subprojects are summarized below. 

Sensitive subproject components: 

 
Nakasang and Don Det-Don Khone Access 
Improvements: 
1. Upgrade 3.3km x 6m access road to Nakasang  
    port and 11km x 3m island roads.   
2. Upgrade 60m x 3m shoreline paths and new 45m  
    river embankment.  
  
 
Nam Ngum Reservoir Access Improvements 
1. Upgrade 5.9km x 6m access road. 
 
 
 
 
 
Vang Vieng Access Improvements (subprojects 4–
6) 
1. Upgrade 6km x 6m access road to Kaeng Yui                    
    Waterfall. 
2. Upgrade 26km x 6m western loop road and new     
    bridge. 
3. Resurface roads and improve drains in Vang  
    Vieng town. 
 

Vang Vieng Solid Waste Management 
Improvements  
1. Peripheral stormwater interceptor drains, leachate  
   collection, and 800m access road. 

Sensitivity of components to climate/weather 
conditions & projected climate change: 

 

1. Increased rainfall intensity and surface flooding. Existing 
bitumen road surface not resistant to higher air 
temperature. 

2. Higher Mekong river flow velocity and groundwater 
intrusion can erode Nakasang shoreline paths and 
embankment. 

 
1. Increased rainfall intensity and surface flooding erodes 
road shoulders and causes steep periphery slope to 
slump. Other shoreline subcomponents are not sensitive 
because the marina is in a natural protected cove and the 
hydropower reservoir is regulated by the Nam Ngum dam. 

 
 
 
 1.  Periodic surface flooding along some road sections.  

 
 2.  Intense rainfall overwhelms drains. 

 
 3.  Bitumen sensitive to increased air temperature.  
 
 
 
1. Increased rainfall intensity and surface flooding 
overwhelms the drains, road access, and impedes proper 
leachate collection and treatment. 

B.  Climate risk screening 

The subprojects were initially screened for climate change risk with ADB’s climate change checklist as part of the 
rapid environmental assessment. The checklist identified a Medium risk level for all subprojects due to location 
and performance sensitivity to climate change. AWARE software was subsequently applied to each subproject. 
The AWARE software identified a climate risk level of Medium or High for the subprojects. Key climate change risk 
topics are described below. 
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Risk topics designated by 
AWARE: 
 

1. Increased flooding from 
increased precipitation: 
High-risk. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Increased landslides 

from increased 
precipitation: High-risk. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Increased 

temperature: Medium-
risk. 

Description and assessment of risk  
 
 
1. The High-risk rating assigned to flooding from increased rainfall is generally valid 
for the subprojects relative to the other risk topics, however, sensitivity to flooding 
does vary amongst the subproject components due primarily to subproject location. 
For example, the Nakasang access road is subject to regular surface flooding, 
making the current road design highly sensitive to increases in rainfall. Whereas, the 
western loop road in Vang Vieng does not experience regular flooding because the 
road is located on well drained land, and the existing partially paved and dirt road 
bed is sufficiently high. Nonetheless the upgrades to western loop road will 
incorporate design measures to address projected changes to rainfall. Like the 
Nakasang access road, the risk of flooding along the urban roads in Vang Vieng from 
increased precipitation is high because of chronic flooding due to inadequate 
drainage. With respect to rainfall-induced flood level flows of the Mekong River at 
Nakasang, and the Nam Xong River in Vang Vieng, the new river embankment in 
Nakasang, and the new bridge and associated embankment across/along the Nam 
Xong will incorporate design measures to be resilient to projected changes to 
maximum river flows.  
 
2.  The High-risk rating assigned to landslides from increased precipitation reflects 
AWARE’s assessment of the elevated terrain along Nam Ngum reservoir and at the 
Kaeng Yui waterfall.  However, the rating may not be justified because these 
subproject areas are beneath provincial, and district protected forests. There is no 
evidence of any landslip in these areas which demonstrates soil stability. The risk 
stemming from steep terrain of both subprojects is road shoulder erosion that could 
occur along steep sections of the access roads because of inadequately designed, or 
absence of, lateral drainage.  
 
3. The third risk factor, increased temperature, is accurately positioned at Medium. 
The rating addresses the impact of high summer air temperatures on the integrity of 
bitumen-based road surfaces. The existing road to Nakasang demonstrates how a 
bitumen mixture cannot withstand overloaded vehicles during extremely hot days.  
Increases in maximum air temperatures, exacerbated by groundwater intrusion, 
puts the Nakasang road at high-risk when the two factors are considered together.  

C. Climate risk assessment and impact 
If the initial climate risk screening ranks the project at medium or high risks to projected climate change, a more 
in-depth climate risk and adaptation assessment shall be carried out to identify the nature and magnitude of climate 
risks to the different components of the project, and to identify and assess potential adaptation options for 
managing the risks. 
 
Recent downscaled assessments of climate change in northern and southern Lao PDR for different scenarios of 
greenhouse gas emissions project increases in annual and maximum air temperatures (0.5 - 4.0oC) through 2100. 
9,10,11,12  Projected changes to rainfall are much more variable. However, rainfall during the dry season generally 
decreases while rainfall in the rainy season consistently increases with an overall annual increase in rainfall in 
Champasak and Vientiane Province. Using the 4.5 and 8.5 Representative Concentration Pathway GHG emission 
scenarios with 5 GCMs from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5), Hoang et al. (2016) showed 
that by 2065 mean daily air temperature in Champasak and Vientiane will increase by 1.9–2.4oC, maximum air 
temperature by upwards of 3.5oC, and annual rainfall will increase by 3% to 12%. The study applied the climate 
change projections to project increases in the 10-year Mekong River flow at Vientiane (17% increased flow) and 
below Champasak (8% increased flow).  

                                                           
9 Hoang et al. 2016. Mekong River flow and hydrological extremes under climate change. Hydrol. Earth Sys. Sci. 20:  
  3027-3041. 
10 ADB. 2016. Climate Risk and Vulnerability Assessment, Northern Rural Infrastructure Development Project (Lao  
  People’s Democratic Republic): Due Diligence for Additional Financing.  
11 USAID. 2016. Mekong Adaptation and Resilience to Climate Change, Vulnerability Assessment Report, Lao  
  People’s Democratic Republic. 
12 UN Habitat. 2014. Cities and Climate Change Initiative: Pakse Lao People’s Democratic Republic. Climate Change  
  and Vulnerability Assessment. 
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III. Climate Risk Management Response within the Project 
Project activities, outputs, indicators and/or targets aimed to address identified climate risks and budgetary 
allocations, and other adaptive measures to be included and/or considered in the project design to address 
climate risks identified. 
 

1. Nakasang and Don Det-Don Khone Access Improvements. The preliminary design incorporates road bed 
height, lateral and cross drainage capacity, and lateral slope geometry for current maximum rainfall/flooding, per 
current Lao PDR road design criteria plus the incremental projected increase in rainfall/flooding.13 Recent road 
design standards for similar geography in Cambodia specify road bed height must be at least 0.5m above 
maximum roadside catchment flood levels.14 Feasibility design of the 3.3 km Nakasang access road bed height is 
equal to present height plus 0.5m plus 12%, per projected increase in rainfall from climate change. Similarly, lateral 
and cross road drainage capacity (m3) is increased to accommodate current flood runoff plus 12% increased 
rainfall volume. The same heightened base and increased cross drainage capacity have been applied to the 
shoreline footpaths and nearby 11-km Det-Khone island road network. In addition, structural height and resilience 
to lateral erosion from the projected 8% increase in Mekong River flood-level discharge is incorporated into 
embankment protection preliminary design. At detailed design, the road design will be finalized adapting Lao PDR 
Road Standards and required road bed height, drainage capacity, and slope geometry to accommodate roadside 
flood levels, as calculated from road catchment runoff (Q) using Rational Method for small rural road 
catchments15,16. The surface of all roads will be steel reinforced concrete slab to prevent water absorption and 
heat stress from projected increases in maximum summer temperature. The estimated marginal cost of climate 
resilience measures is $2.86 million.  
 
2. Nam Ngum Reservoir Access Improvements. The section along the reservoir shoreline and southern steep 
section (2.0km) will need V-channel lateral drainage and adjacent slope stabilization with sufficient capacity and 
strength to accommodate the 12% projected rainfall increase and maximum storm water runoff. Mountain 
standards from the Lao Road Manual and the Logical Method for road catchment drainage will be applied at 
detailed design to finalize road embankment design; and lateral drainage capacity (m3) along the entire 5.9km 
road will be sufficient be accommodate projected rainfall increases. The 2.0 km shoreline section and steep section 
will be surfaced with steel reinforced concrete slab to prevent water absorption and provide maximum resilience 
to increased maximum temperature. The estimated marginal cost of climate adaptation measures is $1.53 million. 
 
3. Vang Vieng Access Improvement Subprojects. The design height of the upgraded Kaeng Yui Waterfall 
access road bed, slope geometry, and lateral and cross drainage will be resilient to projected 12% increases in 
maximum rainfall. Roadside drainage in Ban Naduang will be increased to accommodate current road catchment 
drainage plus the increased maximum roadside catchment runoff from projected maximum rainfall using the 
Rational Method and Lao Road Standards. The upgraded road will be surfaced with reinforced steel concrete slab 
to prevent water absorption and be resilient to projected increases in maximum air temperature. The estimated 
marginal cost of climate adaptation measures for Kaeng Yui access road is $1.19 million. 
 
The design height and slope geometry of the 26km western loop road will be raised 12% above the existing road 
surface to resist projected increase in rainfall/flooding. Detailed designs will accommodate maximum road 
catchment runoff as following the Lao Road Manual and Rational Method. These criteria will also dictate required 
capacity of lateral V-drains and cross culvert drainage to channel runoff away or under the upgraded road to 
prevent lateral flooding. The road will be surfaced with two layers of bitumen, which significantly improves the 
existing dirt surface for anticipated light tourist vehicles and resident traffic along most of its length. The two 500m 
riverside road sections that connect the western loop road to the new Nam Xong reinforced concrete bridge be 
surfaced with reinforced steel concrete slab to prevent water absorption and provide resilience to projected 
increases in maximum air temperature. The bridge height will be set according to Lao Bridge Standards (in Lao 
Road Manual) considering the current annual maximum flood level in Vang Vieng, plus the increase in flood levels 
estimated due to the projected 17% increase in Mekong river basin flood-level discharge near Vientiane. The 
reinforced steel concrete bridge foundation design will be resilient to increased flow and potential erosion from 
projected increases in maximum river discharge. Given the western loop road is accessed via the bridge a control 
point will be established here to monitor and enforce 8-ton axle load limits. The estimated marginal cost of climate 
adaptation measures for the western loop roads and bridge is $1.03 million. 
 
Road height and lateral and cross drainage capacity have been increased for the Vang Vieng urban residential 

                                                           
13 Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Ministry of Transport Post and Construction.1996. Road Design Manual. 
14 Nordic Development Fund. 2014. Climate Resilient Roads. Cambodia Rural Roads Improvement Project, part of:  
    Adaptation Approaches for Transport Sector, NDF C15. 
15 State of Queensland (2015). Department of Transport and Main Roads, Road Drainage Manual.  
16 2016. Climate Resilience for Provincial Road Improvement Project, TA-8254-CAM. 
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road sections (1km) to remedy frequent flooding and accommodate the projected 12% rainfall increase. The 
upgraded roads will be surfaced with asphalt to prevent water logging and to increase resilience to elevated air 
temperature. The estimated marginal cost of climate adaptation measures is $0.01 million. 
 
4. Vang Vieng Solid Waste Management Improvements. The peripheral drainage system design capacity (m3) 
will be increased by 12% to accommodate projected increases in maximum rainfall. Similarly, the reinforced steel 
slab concrete access road’s lateral V-drainage capacity is increased by 12% to accommodate projected increases 
in road catchment runoff, to be finalized using Lao Road Design Standards and the Rational Method for calculating 
road drainage. The estimated marginal cost of climate adaptation measures is $0.50 and $0.01 million for 
mitigation measures. 

   
  5. Tourism destination management and infrastructure O&M capacity building programs. The project has 

budgeted $3.01 million for tourism destination management and infrastructure O&M capacity building. Provincial 
departments of public works and transport, and Vang Vieng Urban Development Administration Authority will 
receive road, drain, bridge, and landfill asset management training and institutional development support to 
strengthen budget planning for O&M.  About $0.25 million is budgeted for energy efficiency promotion programs. 
 

 


